WISSARD BOREHOLE DRILL CONTRACTOR (WBDC)
DAILY REPORT FOR 16 & 17 JANUARY 2013
USAP Event C-524-M

1) Health, Safety & Environment
   No reportable incidents.

2) McMurdo Operations
   • Personnel on Site:
     Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Chad Carpenter, Daren Blythe, Justin Burnett, Jeff Lemery, Dennis Duling, Robin Bolsey
   • Summary:
     - General: Unneeded crates prepped for processing by Waste; other crates secured for winter; some final items added to mini-milvan coming back to Lincoln.
     - First flight (J001) arrived at SLW Jan. 17 at ~14:00 w/ Chad, Dar and Graham along w/ ASC camp put-in staff. J002 is tentatively scheduled for a 17:10 departure tomorrow (1/18) with the rest of the drill crew.

3) Upcoming Events/Tasking:
   • Depart for SLW.

4) General Issues:
   • None to report.

5) Weather Conditions
   • MCM temperatures ranged between 25 and 35ºF both days. Sunny w/ winds 5-10 knots.

6) Vehicles/Generators
   • Vehicles in use: None.
   • Generators in use: All gens packed for traverse.

7) ASC Interfacing
   • Science team has been working w/ ASC to reshuffle passengers on flights to allow more drillers to arrive at camp earlier in light of delays this week.

8) Cargo
   No cargo activity.

Compiled by Daren Blythe for the WISSARD drill team